Reports Bursting
Ever had someone ask you:”I have this report that I need to email or print to file. I
have to run this report multiple times with only one parameter changing. Isn’t
there an easier way to perform this?”.
In the past I would always propose one of the following solutions:
• Create a batch job that submits your reports to the Oracle Report server
• Create a dummy report that fires the other reports using srw.run_report in
the after reports trigger for a client server environment.
In fact a much more elegant solution is available since Oracle Reports 6 called
Reports Bursting.
Reports bursting offers you to deliver a single report to multiple destinations
simultaneously. It offers you to create multiple reports out of one single report
model.
For example, you can create just one employee report for all your departments
and send an email with a PDF-attachment containing the report to each
manager. Each report would contain only the relevant department information for
that particular manager. Using the reports bursting functionality will reduce the
overhead since you will only have a single data fetch and report format.
In the following example you will create a master-detail report to burst each
section to a separate report. The report will be based on the demo table EMP
and it will generate three different files. The first file will include department 10
information, the second will include department 20, and the third will include
department 30.
1. Create a simple dept-emp master-detail report based the Scott.Emp table.
There is a break on the deptno column in the Data Model:
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2. To segregate information of each department on a separate page, you
should set the 'Repeat On' property in the Main section on G_DEPTNO
(master group):
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3. Since you plan to repeat on the Master group G_DEPTNO, you need to
delete the Repeating Frame surrounding the Master group in the Layout
(called by default R_G_DEPTNO).
4. Open the distribution list dialog box, and enter a unique distribution ID and
set DESNAME to "reportname&<deptno>.HTML":
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Using the parameter &<deptno> will have effect on the naming of the filename. It
will be changed according to the value of deptno in your report.
5. From the Object Navigator, click on File-> Distribute. A message will
display:

6. Select "Ok", then another message will display:
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There are now three different files generated on c:\temp
• reportname 10.html
• reportname 20.html
• reportname 30.html
Each of them should include just the information related to the specific
department it was bursted.
Conclusion
• Bursting your report offers you the possibility to run one report resulting in
the creation of several reports.
• A fetch of the data is performed only once compared to running several
times the same report with only one different input parameter.
• The formatting of the layout is performed only once.
Overall reports bursting is an elegant solution and worthwhile considering as an
option for firing multiple times the same report with as only difference one input
parameter.
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